AgileLab at the University of Oxford, Begbroke Science Park.
A wet chemistry lab for physical science entrepreneurs looking to start a business.

- Shared wet chemistry lab aimed at start ups moving from a research environment
- Affordable lab bench & adjoining write up space
- Extremely flexible terms
- Use of a range of shared lab equipment
- Support from AgileLab technician
- Access to the Centre for Innovation & Enterprise networking events
- Superfast broadband & phone line (calls extra)
- On-site parking & regular mini bus shuttle from Oxford city centre
- University of Oxford research collaboration and service opportunities
- Coffee shop & restaurant

“The AgileLab has been great to help us start.......it has provided a thriving environment with the most cost-efficient lab space in Oxford”

AGILE LAB TENANT

To make an enquiry or for more information, contact:
Begbroke AgileLab - agilelab@begbroke.ox.ac.uk